
<the beginning>

Information for The Yello Theme Package...

Well, there's not much to say -move all Yello*.* files to any directory you wish and run 
"Yello.Theme".
If you want the Bootlogo and the Waitlogo to be replaced with the Unique and ehmmm... unique 
Yello logos just run the Installogo.bat file which also was included in The Ultimate Yello Mega 
Cerebral Digitalistic Theme Pack, or at least The Sort Of, Kinda Quite Allright Yello Theme Pack. 
It's up to you to decide ;-) -Wuaw you did'nt expect that did you? I gave you the permission to 
decide what to do... well that's because I'm an allright guy :-).

Revision history:

1.0

I'm happy to be able to say that Version 1.0 was quite a succes (at least in my own meassurements).
When the theme was first published at windows95.com the hit rate on Suite 909 increased with 
almost 100%. 
Oh Yeah! Yello deserves the interrest.
There was a minor, major, huge, not so important bug (or human mistake) in the installogo.bat file.
It seemed that some people were having problems getting the original logos back... Uops, I didn't 
think of that.

1.01

Now version 1.01 is done and hopefully the new installogo.bat file will backup the original logos 
before replacing them with the Yelloones. I have also gotten a new emailaddress and of course it 
have been taken care of. A new waitlogo as well with a cool Zebra pic i found somewhere on the 
net. I have probably broken some copyright laws using that Zebra. Hmm, whatever, I think the 
Zebra is cool though.
Except from that no major changes are made in this version.

What do you say if I suggested to increase the quality status of the soundsamples in the package.
In the moment they're all recorded at 22 Hz; 8-bit; Mono, but maybe it would be better with 44 Hz 
16-bit Stereo. Unfortunately the .zip file will grow from the current 420 K to at least 1.5 mega. Not
to mention the even heavyer load on Windows when you're working... Well, what do you say? 

Thanx for your interrest and please let me know if you got any ideas or problems with this theme 
package.

Please remember to visit Suite 909 ( http://home4.inet.tele.dk/djh/suite909/ ) on the WWW where 
the latest version of the theme can be found.



and by the way... Please remember to remember that the Yello Theme 
was created by David John ( djh@post4.tele.dk ).

Fell free to curse me, voodoo me or whatever you wish, if something goes wrong. Just don't sue 
me. ( I hereby claim no responsability for whatever consequences this theme will be involved in)

Enjoy and don't take life too seriously ;-)

<the end>


